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PERCEPTION 
IS EVERYTHING

By PRINTEDBOXSITE.com

Labels can add additional attraction to your folding cartons and they can add

new messaging such as discounts or specials and they can be used to

uniquely label generic boxes that hold different types of similar products..

Carton labels can be printed in almost any way imaginable on white or clear

materials that cane completely or discretely covered in ink based on your

design. Foil materials and designs that emulate foils are the most common

uses for labels on packaging.

Labels can favorably impact product sales. The label style that you choose,

the design that you create and the message you convey are the elements

you can master to supplement your packaging design with labels.

The labels you choose for your product packaging, and the message you

impart, will play a large part in how successful your product is. And that

success depends largely on how you control the message – the words and

images you use, and how you use them, allowing you to influence the

consumer’s perception of your product.

EASY DESIGN FOLDING CARTONS

… 2.6 seconds 
is the average time 
your package labels  

have to entice a 
consumer to choose 

and pull your 
product from a retail 

shelf.

You need to have a compelling and

memorable label design that entices

consumers to buy your product first and to

buy your product again and again.

Maximize your 2.6 

seconds with effective 

folding carton packaging 

tips from the pros …

SELLING  
TIME?

WHAT SELLING TIME?
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Effective label design for packaging can be simple

and straight forward – if you design your labels

from your customers’ perspective. Good carton

label design is built around your product and the

way you want customers to see it, to experience

it. This is especially true in competitive retail

settings where …



FOLDING CARTON & BOX 

STANDARD LABEL 

SHAPES

Standard 

Geometric Shapes

Available in sizes 
from ½” to 4”, 

standard  geometric shapes 
are the most 
common shapes 
used with 

paperboard packaging.

The shapes include circles, ovals, squares 
and rectangles. Some squares and 
rectangles are available with true square 
– or – rounded corners. 

Digital printing enables you to create 
non standard sizes and unique corners.

Available in sizes 
from ½” to 4”, 

standard  geometric shapes 
are the most 
common scallop , 
seal and ribbon 

shapes used with paperboard packaging.

The shapes include scallops, seals, stars 
and ribbons. Some seals are available 
with 8 to 24 points in varying degrees of 
depth and point sharpness. 

Digital printing enables you to create 
unique shapes and sizes.

Standard

Scallops & Seals
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CHOOSE
THE 
RIGHT
STYLE
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Get the style right, first. Form follows function is the golden

rule for most design and it’s an absolute with packaging label

design. To get the style right, you need to do three things:

Choose the correct label size

Choose the right label shape

Choose the best label material

Label Size. Size is important for obvious reasons when

trying to apply your label

to a folding carton. There

are two dimensions to

packaging labels: Height (H)

and width (W).

A good rule of thumb is to leave

1/16″ in both dimensions for “.

Label Shape. Labels for folding cartons come in a variety of

shapes: square, oval, round, star, scallop and seal being the

most common. Standard shapes and sizes are cut from dies and

the die charge, typically, is free. For unique shapes and sizes

of your design, digital dieless cutting is the right option.

Label material. For most packaging label uses, white

paper label material with permanent adhesive is your best

choice. White is available in both matte and gloss finishes. Foil

and clear materials with permanent adhesive might be a good

choice, depending on your budget and the colors of the areas

where the labels will be applied. White labels can be printed on

100% of the surface area, so you can color a white label

material in any color or colors you need. This allows you to

create a “foil look” without the added cost of printing on a foil

material…and allows you to create unique foil colors other

than silver and gold.

Choose white matte or clear label materials for most

product packaging applications.

WIDTH



CREATE
A SIMPLE
GOTCHA
DESIGN

EASY DESIGN FOLDING CARTONS

… a simple message, 
distinctive 1 or 2 
color scheme and 

consistent placement 
of these elements is 

what defines 
minimal design.

Minimal design is smart because it’s the only

approach that simplifies your message and

conveys your brand so that buyers and

consumer can quickly digest what makes your

product special. Remember, you have 2.6

seconds to close the deal. Simple leverages

that 2.6 seconds far more effectively than

complex.

Maximize your 2.6 

seconds with simple 

folding carton design tips 

from the pros …

For small business packaging labels it is the thing

for building brand and creating interest in your

product. Minimal design leverages the gambit of

design elements while keeping messaging brand

compliant, simple, uncluttered and refined …

MINIMAL
DESIGN?

IS THAT LIKE A THING?
Spending time up front defining the look and feel of your product box

labels will pay dividends down the road. Resist the temptation to “create

the label design on the fly” – this results in mediocre packaging labels.

Less is more. The most elegant, appealing custom box label designs are

usually quite minimalist.

Go with this basic three step simple design approach …

Clearly convey what’s in the box(es)

Briefly, effectively state why this box

Bar codes and descriptions less …

emphasize brand more.

Using our example

in the image, you can

see the three step

simple design idea in

practice.

The 40% OFF KIT label clearly conveys what’s inside: shaving

butter, after shave and a razor, working left to right. The 40% off deal

stands out because there is little to it, the black ink is high contrast to the

white paperboard box and because the text is well sized.

The brand is emphasized by the bold black text which is the same font

used on the packaging. The black text is consistent, too, with the

branding headline used on all three boxes. This helps the consumer

understand that this is a package deal… or why this box/these boxes.

Our folding carton label example emphasizes “why this box” by

adding simply adding the special offer label stating “40% OFF

KIT”.

This simple design approach telegraphs to the consumer what’s in the

box, why to choose this box (or boxes) and what brand they are

choosing to buy. That’s effective packaging label design.
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… Less is more 
design combines 

simple package style, 
simple color schemes 

and simple 
messaging to build 

brand and drive 
sales.

Busy, crowded package label design might be

just right for you and your target audience.

Be certain, though, that your audience is

“discount” oriented and that you’re intent is

create a brand built on “infomercial

packaging” where guarantees and promises

are the key elements of perceived value …

Maximize your 2.6 

seconds with effective 

tips from the pros …

Look at the two package labeling examples. The

packaging costs the same. The products being

sold are essentially the same. They have almost

the same price point. The two examples are

obviously quite different in style. Their designs

are targeting quite different consumers. Which

design reflects the less is more concept …

LESS EQUALS
MORE?

HOW CAN THAT BE?

INFOMERCIAL 
PACKAGE
LABELING

LESS IS MORE PACKAGE LABELING
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SEND AN
HONEST
HOOK
MESSAGE

EASY DESIGN FOLDING CARTONS

… the front panel 
label was added to

show the discount in 
an appealing and 
professional way.

This is the approach to package label

messaging that the pros leverage. The overall

design is simple as is the messaging and the

folding carton label style. This is the design

approach we suggest you apply to your

products, using package labels, designs and

messages tailored to your brand and

products.

Maximize your 2.6 

seconds with simple 

design tips …

SAY
WHAT?

SHOW IT DON’T SAY IT!

Like the “50% OFF” label above does. The design

shows and says what the deal is … it “shows” the

message. The example shows the symbol for

percent and shows the color green to align with

the package branding. The label design also uses

just four words and symbols …
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Retail Packaging Labels Should Tell A Story

Where to start? Most of our design pros suggest adding labels to packaging

to leverage a common package for multiple products or to add post-sale

messaging to make product “deals” appear professional.

When leveraging a common package

for multiple products, the essential

branding elements are printed

on the box. Labels are added

that are unique to each

product, as the “lorem”

packaging example shows.

The example shows the box

design includes the core

branding elements at the

base of each box. These

are the elements common to

each box. The bronze, silver

and gold labels are added

during product packaging. The

labels are used to identify the unique product within each pre printed box.

This approach can reduce overall box printing and labeling costs.

Most pros will leverage minimal text in folding carton label design. The

label messaging is used to convey the unique product within or to

promote the product in some way.

Choosing the right font could set the tone of the story, and contribute to

its message. At the end, the moral of your “story” is the label message you

want your consumer to relate to and act upon.
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EASY DESIGN FOLDING CARTONS

Label Style

Label Design

Label Messaging

Get the style right,
first. Form follows
function is the
golden rule for most
design and its’ an
absolute with folding
carton label design. 

To get the style right, you need to do 
three things:

Choose the correct size
Choose the right shape
Choose the best material

Less is more. The
most elegant,
appealing custom
box label designs are
usually quite
minimalist. Go with this 

basic three step simple design approach …

Clearly convey what’s in the box.
Briefly, effectively state why this box.
Bar codes and descriptions less   
emphasize brand more.

Retail package 
labeling labeling should tell 

a story.
Where to start?
Most of our design
pros start messaging
by making sure that 
the label messaging is 

clear to the consumer and that any 
benefits communicated are supported by 
simple, brand compliant messaging. 

CARTONS LABELS

THAT ATTRACT & 

RETAIN CUSTOMERS

Using the tips from our pros, you’re ready to start your folding cartons

label project. Once you’ve decided on the label style that best fits your

product, you’ll download a template. As you begin working with the

template, your goal will be getting to a design, complete with messaging

similar to the example above. Make sure that the …

… packaging label style you’ve chosen, the
design you’ve created and the message you’ve
conveyed will drive repeat and new customer
sales.

If the project still seems to be more than you’re comfortable handling, be

sure to reach out for help. As your printer we can be very helpful with

helping you match the right carton label style to your products. If you need

design and messaging help, look to our graphic designers who specialize in

packaging labels for products like yours.

PrintedBoxSite.com offers design consultation and

complete design services that are professional and

affordable …

BRINGING IT
ALL TOGTHER
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